To evaluate the inter-study reproducibility of quantitative cardiovascular magnetic resonance (CMR) myocardial perfusion imaging and the influence of diurnal variation on perfusion. Data on these are limited, despite being crucially important for performing serial examinations both in clinical practice and in trials.
Introduction
Evaluation of myocardial perfusion is a key function of non-invasive cardiac imaging and is important for diagnosis, prognosis, and management. 1 Cardiovascular magnetic resonance (CMR) perfusion imaging has emerged relatively recently as a clinically useful tool. 2 The myocardium is repeatedly imaged during the first-pass of a contrast agent. Abnormal perfusion results in slower arrival of less contrast agent in affected regions of myocardium. Typically, these areas are identified visually as darker regions of myocardium. However, identification of abnormalities by this approach is limited by a requirement for the presence of normally perfused myocardium for comparison. Quantification of myocardial perfusion overcomes this limitation. Moreover, quantification of perfusion should allow more robust calculation of ischaemic burden and more precise characterization of changes in perfusion due to physiological variation, disease, and therapeutic interventions. Positron Emission Tomography (PET) studies have demonstrated that quantification may be superior to visual analysis of myocardial perfusion. 3 CMR myocardial signal intensity curve analysis allows absolute quantification of myocardial perfusion and has been validated against microspheres, 4 coronary sinus flow, 5 and PET. 6 One of the main advantages of CMR over other imaging modalities is that the absence of ionizing radiation makes it ideal for repeated studies. However, in order for quantitative CMR perfusion imaging to be a useful tool for repeated studies, inter-study reproducibility must be acceptable. Data on the reproducibility of myocardial perfusion imaging are limited. PET studies have reported reasonably good inter-study reproducibility in volunteers. 7 However, the inter-study reproducibility of fully quantitative CMR has only previously been reported in terms of myocardial perfusion reserve (MPR), 8 or with long intervals between studies. 9 Furthermore, cardiovascular function is affected by diurnal variation, and changes in heart rate, blood pressure, and ischaemic threshold during the course of the day are well recognized. 10 Previous studies have not assessed whether myocardial perfusion is also affected by diurnal variation, despite the fact that this is important in determining whether serial measurements need to be performed under the same conditions. The objectives of this study were therefore to evaluate the inter-study reproducibility of hyperaemic and rest myocardial perfusion and MPR and also whether these are affected by diurnal variations.
Methods Population
Sixteen healthy volunteers were recruited via University email and underwent three stress and rest perfusion scans on the same day. Exclusion criteria were: known cardiac, respiratory, or renal disease or a contraindication to magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). The local Ethics Committee approved the study and all participants gave written informed consent.
Data acquisition
CMR imaging was performed on a 3 T clinical MRI scanner (Achieva, Philips Medical Systems, Best, The Netherlands), using a 32-channel phased array receiver cardiac coil. Participants were given clear written and verbal instructions to abstain from all foods and beverages containing caffeine or other adenosine antagonists for 24 h prior to and until all imaging was completed. They were also asked to refrain from smoking during the same time period. Participants were also instructed to fast from midnight on the day of the scans. Those who did not follow these instructions were excluded. Participants then underwent three CMR examinations as close as possible to 09:00 (Scan 1), 09:30 (Scan 2), and 14:00 (Scan 3). Between Scans 2 and 3, participants left the department and were allowed to eat and drink freely apart from the restrictions on adenosine antagonists described above. Scans 1 and 2 were used to evaluate perfusion inter-study reproducibility under the same conditions. Scan 3 was used to evaluate whether diurnal variations in perfusion could be detected, due to circadian rhythms, changes in subject hydration, or any other cause.
Each CMR scan lasted 30 min and followed the same protocol as follows: † survey, coil reference scan, and planning to define imaging planes † four-chamber cine † two-chamber cine † test perfusion † stress perfusion † short-axis stack to cover entire left ventricle (LV) † three-chamber cine † rest perfusion Cine images were acquired using a standard balanced steady-state free precession sequence. Perfusion imaging was performed with a highresolution k-t turbo gradient echo sequence with shortest echo time (range 0.85-0.99 ms), shortest repetition time (range 2.45-2.75 ms), 208 flip angle, 908 prepulse, 120 ms prepulse delay and acquired resolution of 1.3 × 1.3 × 10 mm. Perfusion imaging was planned from the systolic phase of the four-and two-chamber cines. Three equally spaced short-axis slices at basal, mid-, and apical LV levels were acquired every heartbeat. 11 Imaging geometry, voxel size, and field of view from the first stress perfusion scan were kept constant for each subsequent perfusion sequence. In order to account for higher heart rates at stress, if required, the voxel size was increased stepwise, to maintain imaging at every heartbeat. (This was required in three subjects; two were imaged at 1.6 × 1.6 × 10 mm and one at 1.9 × 1.9 × 10 mm.) Hyperaemia was induced with adenosine administered at 140 mg/kg/min for 4.5 min. Perfusion imaging commenced 3 min into the infusion and continued for 1.5 min. A dual bolus of weight adjusted of gadolinium contrast agent (Gadobutrol/Gadovist, Schering, Germany) was injected at 4 mL/s by a power injector (Spectris Solaris w EP, MEDRAD, Inc., USA) as described previously. 12 The dual bolus method was designed to overcome signal saturation effects in the LV while maintaining adequate myocardial contrast to noise, thus permitting the estimation of myocardial perfusion. For this study, the dual bolus consisted of equal volumes of 0.0045 mmol/kg followed by 0.045 mmol/kg of the contrast agent, each flushed with 25 mL of normal saline and separated by a 25 s pause. During the 90 s of perfusion image acquisition, participants performed a short breath hold during injection of the first (dilute) bolus and a second breath hold for as long as possible during the main bolus of the contrast agent. Both breath holds were performed at end-expiration and participants breathed gently during the pause between injections.
Data analysis Myocardial perfusion
Quantitative analysis was performed by a blinded observer using dedicated prototype software (ViewForum, Philips Healthcare, Best, The Netherlands). The mid-myocardial slice was used for further analysis. The data were initially reviewed for data quality and any studies affected by severe artefact during the first pass of the main bolus of the contrast agent, such that reliable signal intensity curves would not be produced, were excluded. Myocardial border detection was automated and manually corrected where required. Global myocardial perfusion and perfusion in each of the three myocardial territories according to a standard definition 13 were determined using the previously validated Fermi deconvolution method. 4 Cases where deconvolution was not possible were also excluded. MPR was defined as the ratio of stress to rest perfusion.
LV volumes and function
Images were analysed in a random order by a blinded experienced observer using CMR42 (Circle, Calgary, Canada). The mitral valve plane and apex were identified from the four-chamber view in enddiastole and end-systole. The LV endocardial border was automatically defined in the corresponding end-systolic and end-diastolic
Quantitative CMR perfusion imaging short-axis slices and was manually corrected where required. Papillary muscles were excluded.
Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using Microsoft Excel and IBM SPSS Statistics version 19. For inter-study reproducibility, a coefficient of variation (CV), and Bland-Altman plots were calculated. CV was defined as the standard deviation of the intra-subject differences between Scans 1 and 2 divided by the mean of the relevant parameter, in keeping with previous studies of inter-study reproducibility. 14 Analyses were all performed on a per observation basis.
The Shapiro -Wilk test determined that the data were normally distributed. The mean values from Scans 1 -3 were compared with ANOVA with repeated measures. Post hoc tests using the Bonferroni correction were used for pairwise comparisons. Continuous data are presented as mean + standard deviation except where stated. Significance was determined as P , 0.05.
Results
Sixteen volunteers were recruited. Five of these were subsequently excluded and 11 full data sets included in the final analysis. Reasons for exclusion were: one subject withdrawal, one failure of scanner gradients prior to test completion, and in three subjects, one or more perfusion scans were unsuitable for quantitative analysis due to artefact. Of those excluded due to artefact, one volunteer failed to hear the breath-hold commands during two perfusion sequences due to intermittent headphone failure and one volunteer failed to breath hold adequately during the rest perfusion sequence of Scan 2. The third volunteer was excluded as during the rest perfusion scan from Scan 2, there was no increase in myocardial signal intensity and deconvolution was not possible.
Participants included in the final analysis were 27 + 5 years old and five were males. The median body mass index was 26.2 (range 20 -48). They were all non-smokers with no significant medical problems and were not taking any medications.
Perfusion imaging
There were ≥10 min between all perfusion scans. During Scans 1 and 2, the interval between contrast agent injections was 13.9 + 2.8 min, and during Scan 3, it was 16 + 3.7 min. The interval between Scans 2 and 3 was 236.9 + 29.3 min.
A representative stress perfusion study with territorial segmentation is shown in Figure 1 . Myocardial perfusion and haemodynamics for all three studies, and the significance of associated differences, are shown in Table 1 . Stress heart rate and rate pressure product (RPP) were significantly higher in Scan 1. There was a trend for rest and stress perfusion to be lower in Scan 2 than in Scan 1, although this did not meet statistical significance. No significant diurnal variation in perfusion could be detected.
The mean differences between perfusion in Scans 1 and 2 with associated CV are shown in Table 2 . These demonstrate moderate inter-study reproducibility. Global perfusion is more reproducible than territorial perfusion and rest perfusion more reproducible than stress perfusion. The Bland-Altman plots for territorial rest and stress perfusion and MPR are shown in Figure 2 . The mean differences and CV between Scans 1 and 3 are also shown in Appendix Table A1 .
LV volumes and function
LV mean volumes and ejection fractions, mean differences between Scans 1 and 2, and associated CV are shown in Table 3 . There were no significant changes in LV volumes or function between scans. Inter-study reproducibility was excellent with low CV for all parameters.
Discussion
This study demonstrates that fully quantitative CMR perfusion analysis has moderate inter-study reproducibility in normal hearts. Global perfusion is more reproducible than territorial and rest more reproducible than stress. Furthermore, with current techniques, diurnal variations in perfusion are not detectable.
The value of inter-study reproducibility CMR does not use ionizing radiation and there are no known longterm adverse sequelae as a result of repeated imaging. Consequently, CMR is an ideal modality for serial examinations. Many diseases affecting myocardial perfusion are chronic and patients require serial examinations. This may be in order to monitor disease progression or to determine the timing or efficacy of therapeutic interventions. This is applicable to patients with coronary artery disease but also to other patient groups, e.g. PET studies have demonstrated that quantitative perfusion can provide additional information about the coronary microcirculation. 15 Quantitative perfusion therefore also has a potential role in the characterization and management of patients with microvascular disease, such as those with hypertension, diabetes, and angina with normal epicardial coronary arteries. In addition to routine clinical practice, serial examinations and surrogate endpoints are required for clinical trials. Quantitative perfusion could potentially detect changes in perfusion, which cannot be detected by nonquantitative analysis. Furthermore, inter-study reproducibility is related to the number of subjects required for studies to detect significant results. Improved reproducibility means fewer subjects and studies that are easier and less expensive to complete. It is, therefore, crucially important to know the inter-study reproducibility to understand the potential role for CMR imaging in these clinical and research settings.
Inter-study reproducibility of quantitative perfusion imaging
The degree of variability between measurements, and hence the magnitude of the CV, which is acceptable will vary depending on what is clinically relevant. It is therefore important to interpret these findings in the context of the magnitude of changes that need to be detected. For example, studies in patients with coronary artery disease 16, 17 Quantitative CMR perfusion imaging on the reproducibility findings reported here, it would be expected that stress perfusion imaging could reliably detect changes of this magnitude and reproducibility could therefore be described as reasonable. Conversely, large studies would be required to detect smaller changes in perfusion, such as those that may be expected as a result of drug therapy. To date, there are very limited data on the inter-study reproducibility of quantitative CMR perfusion. A previous study, by Elkington et al., analysed the inter-study reproducibility of quantitative CMR perfusion 8 in a combined cohort of volunteers and patients with coronary artery disease. The authors performed two perfusion studies at a mean interval of 13 + 18 days, and also quantified perfusion from a single mid-ventricular slice, acquired at high-resolution, using Fermi deconvolution. However, in contrast to our study, they did not report absolute perfusion values. They reported a CV for global MPR of 21% and CVs for regional perfusion of 26-35%. These values are very similar to the corresponding global and territorial values in our study (23.9 and 27.5-35.2%, respectively). They also found absolute quantification to be more reproducible than semiquantitative analysis. Important differences between the previous study and ours include the fact that our study was performed at 3 T using a k-t accelerated perfusion technique, whereas the former was performed at 1.5 T using a spoiled gradient echo (FLASH) sequence. It is therefore noteworthy that the advanced perfusion imaging methods used in our study did not appear to result in superior reproducibility. A substudy of the Multi-Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis 9 evaluated the inter-study reproducibility of quantitative CMR perfusion. This study also demonstrated reasonable reproducibility, and in agreement with our study, they also found global and rest perfusion to be the most reproducible. However, the interval between the two examinations was very long (mean 334 days) as reproducibility assessment was not the primary aim of the main study. Semi-quantitative analysis of CMR perfusion has also been found to have moderate-to-good reproducibility in another study of a mixed cohort of normal volunteers and patients with coronary artery disease. 8, 18 The reproducibility of a semi-quantitative index of MPR derived from normalized upslope analysis was also comparable to ours. However, although of a similar magnitude, they reported consistently lower CV than we found for fully quantitative MPR. Furthermore, there was also less of a difference between global (17.6%) and territorial (17.6-20.7%) CV. Data on the inter-study reproducibility of quantitative PET myocardial perfusion are also limited. One recent study performed serial 82-Rubidium PET perfusion imaging in volunteers without cardiac disease at a median interval of 22 days. 7 This study reported repeatability coefficients (1.96 × standard deviation of differences divided by mean) in 56 true normal subjects of 35, 34, and 38% for global rest and stress perfusion and MPR, respectively. The equivalent repeatability coefficients for this study are 32, 53, and 47%, suggesting that CMR may be less reproducible than PET at present. However, it is noteworthy that in this PET study, reproducibility was significantly worse in subjects who were retrospectively classified as not normal on the basis of extensive clinical, biochemical and electrocardiographic screening. This is by far the largest PET study of inter-study reproducibility. Previous studies have been similar to ours involving relatively small cohorts of normal subjects. 19 -23 Follow-up perfusion studies were performed either immediately, as in our study, or after a short interval. These studies reported similar reproducibility to the 82-Rb study described above and some also found that reproducibility was best for global and rest perfusion. 19, 20 In this study, we found that there was a significant reduction in stress RPP between studies 1 and 2, despite using the same adenosine protocol. Furthermore, there was a trend towards reduced territorial stress and rest perfusion, although this did not reach significance (P ¼ 0.05 for both). Inter-individual variation in the response to adenosine is well reported 24 and significant reductions in heart rate response are seen when adenosine infusion is repeated after caffeine intake. 25 However, in this study, it may be that familiarization with the protocol meant that subjects were less anxious during the second administration of adenosine. This change in RPP could explain the trend towards reduced stress perfusion between Scans 1 and 2 but does not account for the trend towards reduced rest perfusion. Quantitative CMR perfusion relies on myocardial signal intensity analysis. The half-life of the contrast agent used in this study is 90 min, whereas the interval between perfusion imaging between Scans 1 and 2 was much shorter. Consequently, the baseline myocardial signal continues to increases after each dose of the contrast agent. The signal intensity in a region of interest at the start of each perfusion scan was subtracted for baseline correction of each signal curve. However, this correction may result in an under-estimation of perfusion in subsequent studies. This finding has implications for quantitative analysis of serial perfusion studies repeated at a short interval. For example, both in clinical practice and in studies, it is common to perform both stress and rest perfusion during the same examination. Moreover, both stress and rest perfusion are clearly required for the calculation of MPR. It is therefore important that this observation is evaluated further in future studies. A number of different CMR techniques and perfusion sequences are used for clinical and research perfusion imaging. For this study, we used our standard clinical perfusion sequence, which includes three slices at basal, mid-, and apical LV levels, in order to establish the reproducibility of a sequence and methods in routine clinical use. Since this study only included normal volunteers, we do not expect that there are important differences in the reproducibility of perfusion estimates between slices and therefore selected segments to represent all three coronary territories from the mid-slice for analysis. However, it would be interesting to assess whether there are any systematic differences in perfusion and perfusion reproducibility between slices in an appropriately powered prospective study.
Myocardial perfusion values reported here are lower than some studies have previously reported 26 and may therefore represent an underestimate. However, they are very similar to values previously reported for healthy volunteers in previous 13 N-ammonia PET studies. 22, 27 Discrepancies in normal perfusion ranges seen in studies may arise due to small sample sizes. Alternatively, they may arise as a result of differences in study populations, scanners, tracers or contrast agents, methods of sampling arterial input function or myocardial regions of interest, or mathematical perfusion models. 28, 29 Since MPR is a ratio of stress to rest perfusion, this corrects for many of these differences and the MPR values found in this study are in keeping with previous literature. Diurnal variations in cardiovascular functions are known to occur, for example, in heart rate and blood pressure. 30 Despite designing the study to try and maximize diurnal variation between Scans 1 and 3, we could not detect any significant changes in LV volumes or function or myocardial perfusion. However, small differences in perfusion are unlikely to have been detectable using current methods. This suggests that diurnal variations in perfusion are not important for study design or clinical practice at present. It is also noteworthy that we only measured perfusion at two different times of day and if we had examined participants at more time points, particularly during the night, it may have been possible to detect diurnal variation. However, most perfusion CMR imaging takes place during working hours, in keeping with the times used here, and therefore, the findings are of practical relevance. Finally, this study confirms the excellent inter-study reproducibility of CMR LV volumes and function described in previous studies. 31 
Limitations
The main limitations of the study are the small sample size and inclusion of healthy volunteers rather than patients. However, there are no previous quantitative CMR perfusion studies reporting absolute perfusion values from multiple examinations performed within a short space of time. Furthermore, the equivalent PET literature consists of a modest number of studies, most of which have small sample sizes and involve normal volunteers. The k-t accelerated sequence is susceptible to respiratory artefacts which can be problematic for quantification. Three subjects were excluded as a result of the unsuitability of one or more of the perfusion scans for quantitative analysis. However, this relatively high exclusion rate also reflects the fact that three stress and three rest scans were required for each subject, whereas usually fewer scans would be required for clinical care or studies.
This study assessed inter-study reproducibility but a number of other important factors in quantitative CMR perfusion imaging remain relatively poorly defined, such as the effects of using different post-processing methods and the inter-observer variability of data analysis. Further studies are required to address such issues with the ultimate aim of method standardization across the field. 
Conclusions
Quantitative CMR myocardial perfusion analysis is a promising technique with the potential to provide user-independent results, which are more robust than qualitative methods. Inter-study reproducibility is reasonable using the current methods. Global perfusion is more reproducible than territorial perfusion and rest perfusion more reproducible than stress. No significant diurnal variation could be detected in myocardial perfusion. The ongoing refinement of quantitative post-processing methods should result in further improvements in inter-study reproducibility in the future.
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